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JohnLocke
CM Secrets

Thought I'd start a thread to post some inside info I've found from the exe - stop reading now if you think it might spoil your enjoyment of the
game if you know too much.

 
I'll add the first ones in spoilers given how close to the above warning they are.

 

Spoiler! Show

Code:

CPU Disasm
 Address    Hex dump              Command                                        Comments

 00880BBA  |> \807E 59 0A        CMP BYTE PTR DS:[ESI+59],0A
 00880BBE  |.  7E 16            JLE SHORT 00880BD6

 00880BC0  |.  807E 5D 0A        CMP BYTE PTR DS:[ESI+5D],0A
 00880BC4  |.  7E 10            JLE SHORT 00880BD6

 00880BC6  |.  807E 5B 0A        CMP BYTE PTR DS:[ESI+5B],0A
 00880BCA  |.  7E 0A            JLE SHORT 00880BD6

 00880BCC  |.  68 E493A800      PUSH OFFSET 00A893E4                            ; ASCII "  Shocked at being transfer
listed"

 00880BD1  |.  E9 E7000000      JMP 00880CBD
 00880BD6  |>  807E 5D 06        CMP BYTE PTR DS:[ESI+5D],6

 00880BDA  |.  7D 0A            JGE SHORT 00880BE6
 00880BDC  |.  68 C093A800      PUSH OFFSET 00A893C0                            ; ASCII "  Angry at being transfer

listed"

The above code reveals that a player who is 'Angry' at being listed has LOYALTY (ESI+59), TEMPERAMENT (ESI+5D), or PROFESSIONALISM
(ESI+5B) which is less than or equal to 10.

 

JohnLocke

Spoiler! Show

00880C28 |> \807E 57 0F CMP BYTE PTR DS:[ESI+57],0F
 00880C2C |. 7E 0A JLE SHORT 00880C38

 00880C2E |. 68 2893A800 PUSH OFFSET 00A89328 ; ASCII " Believes he can force his way back into the manager's plans"
 

A player who believes he can 'force his way back into the manager's plans' has AMBITION (ESI+57) of 16 or more.
 

JohnLocke

Spoiler! Show

00880C3E |. 807E 59 0F CMP BYTE PTR DS:[ESI+59],0F
00880C42 |. 7E 07 JLE SHORT 00880C4B

 00880C44 |. 68 0894A800 PUSH OFFSET 00A89408 ; ASCII " Doesn't want to leave the club"
 

Players who don't want to leave the club have LOYALTY (ESI+59) of 16 or more.
 

JohnLocke

Spoiler! Show

00880D4A |. 807E 5A 0A CMP BYTE PTR DS:[ESI+5A],0A
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 00880D4E |. 7D 07 JGE SHORT 00880D57
00880D50 |. 68 5C92A800 PUSH OFFSET 00A8925C ; ASCII " Nervous about his forthcoming transfer"

 
Players that are 'Nervous' about an forthcoming transfer have a PRESSURE (ESI+5A) of less than 10.

 

MarcoVanBast

Haha)) U are genious :)

316'sRegen

This could all be documented in a book :D
 

Reckon you could sell more copies than "champman stole my life" or whatever it is.
 

JL forbidden knowledge handbook (and accompanying software CD) :lol:

Patinoz

very interesting

JohnLocke

Spoiler! Show

00880E1C |. 807E 59 06 CMP BYTE PTR DS:[ESI+59],6
 00880E20 |. 0F8D 9C000000 JGE 00880EC2

 
00880E26 |. 807E 5B 0A CMP BYTE PTR DS:[ESI+5B],0A

 00880E2A |. 0F8D 92000000 JGE 00880EC2
 

00880E30 |. 807E 18 20 CMP BYTE PTR DS:[ESI+18],20
 00880E34 |. 0F8D 88000000 JGE 00880EC2

 
00880E3A |. 8B4E 61 MOV ECX,DWORD PTR DS:[ESI+61]

 00880E3D |. 8B5424 18 MOV EDX,DWORD PTR SS:[LOCAL.2149]
00880E41 |. 66:8B41 0B MOV AX,WORD PTR DS:[ECX+0B]

 00880E45 |. 66:3B82 80000000 CMP AX,WORD PTR DS:[EDX+80]
 00880E4C |. 7E 74 JLE SHORT 00880EC2

 00880E4E |. 66:3D 9A10 CMP AX,109A
00880E52 |. 7E 6E JLE SHORT 00880EC2

 00880E54 |. 68 A891A800 PUSH OFFSET 00A891A8 ; ASCII " Has been told by his agent that it is time to move on"
 

Player with LOYALTY (ESI+59) of 6 or more are not told to move on by their agent.
 Players with PROFESSIONALISM (ESI+5B) of 10 or more are the same.

 I have [ESI+18] as year of birth but the above suggests it is actually age in years and that players aged 32 and over don't get told to do by
their agent anymore.

 
Players with CA (ECX+0B) of less than their club's rep (EDX+80) won't be told to move on.

 
CA of less than 4241 (out of 10000) won't be told to move on either.

 

JohnLocke

Spoiler! Show

When a player thinks their manager is a 'tactical genius' it means the manager's current reputation is >= 7250.
 

JohnLocke

Spoiler! Show

Players who just want 'the media to leave him alone' have a PRESSURE rating of 5 or less.
 

Players who are 'being treated for depression' have PRESSURE rating of < 5 AND a PROFESSIONALISM rating < 6 AND a TEMPERAMENT
rating of < 10.

It also seams that those suffering depression have a world rep of 4250 or more - the same player with a lower rep would only have 'personal
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problems'.

Dermotron

I suppose one Secret we could have done with a year ago and before a hell of a lot of testing and implementation - what causes this one:
 

"Doesnt think club can meet his demands"
 

We use Club Reputation X 10 and a guide for assigning a players Current and World Reputation but sometimes players wont sign new contracts
unless the club has exaggerated funds or wages have been added to each club.

JohnLocke

I don't know what causes it but the code can be found here:
 Spoiler! Show

CPU Disasm
 Address Hex dump Command Comments

 004E0D38 |. 83C4 18 ADD ESP,18
 004E0D3B |> 6A 00 PUSH 0 ; /Arg3 = 0

 004E0D3D |. 8D9424 9C0200 LEA EDX,[LOCAL.377] ; |
 004E0D44 |. 6A 0B PUSH 0B ; |Arg2 = 0B

 004E0D46 |. 52 PUSH EDX ; |Arg1 => OFFSET LOCAL.377
 004E0D47 |. 8D4C24 30 LEA ECX,[LOCAL.534] ; |

 004E0D4B |. E8 50DBFCFF CALL 004AE8A0 ; \jlpatched.004AE8A0
 004E0D50 |> 68 641FDE00 PUSH OFFSET 00DE1F64 ; /Arg1 = jlpatched.0DE1F64

 004E0D55 |. 8D4C24 28 LEA ECX,[LOCAL.534] ; |
 004E0D59 |. E8 02D9FCFF CALL 004AE660 ; \jlpatched.004AE660

 004E0D5E |. 53 PUSH EBX ; /Arg3
 004E0D5F |. 8D8424 BC0000 LEA EAX,[LOCAL.497] ; |

 004E0D66 |. 68 DA070000 PUSH 7DA ; |Arg2 = 7DA
 004E0D6B |. 50 PUSH EAX ; |Arg1 => OFFSET LOCAL.497

 004E0D6C |. 8D4C24 30 LEA ECX,[LOCAL.534] ; |
 004E0D70 |. E8 2BDBFCFF CALL 004AE8A0 ; \jlpatched.004AE8A0

 004E0D75 |. 6A 00 PUSH 0 ; /Arg3 = 0
 004E0D77 |. 8D8C24 C80300 LEA ECX,[LOCAL.302] ; |

 004E0D7E |. 6A 06 PUSH 6 ; |Arg2 = 6
 004E0D80 |. 51 PUSH ECX ; |Arg1 => OFFSET LOCAL.302

 004E0D81 |. 8D4C24 30 LEA ECX,[LOCAL.534] ; |
 004E0D85 |. E8 16DBFCFF CALL 004AE8A0 ; \jlpatched.004AE8A0

 004E0D8A |. C68424 7C0800 MOV BYTE PTR SS:[LOCAL.0],1
 004E0D92 |. E9 51040000 JMP 004E11E8

 004E0D97 |> 8B9C24 8C0800 MOV EBX,DWORD PTR SS:[ARG.3]
 004E0D9E |. 6A 01 PUSH 1 ; /Arg4 = 1

 004E0DA0 |. 8D9424 BC0000 LEA EDX,[LOCAL.497] ; |
 004E0DA7 |. 68 D0070000 PUSH 7D0 ; |Arg3 = 7D0

 004E0DAC |. 52 PUSH EDX ; |Arg2 => OFFSET LOCAL.497
 004E0DAD |. 53 PUSH EBX ; |Arg1 => [ARG.3]

 004E0DAE |. E8 EDCD0500 CALL 0053DBA0 ; \jlpatched.0053DBA0
 004E0DB3 |. 83C4 10 ADD ESP,10

 004E0DB6 |. 8D8424 C40300 LEA EAX,[LOCAL.302]
 004E0DBD |. 8BCF MOV ECX,EDI

004E0DBF |. 6A 02 PUSH 2 ; /Arg3 = 2
 004E0DC1 |. 6A 02 PUSH 2 ; |Arg2 = 2
 004E0DC3 |. 50 PUSH EAX ; |Arg1 => OFFSET LOCAL.302

 004E0DC4 |. E8 87D93700 CALL 0085E750 ; \jlpatched.0085E750
 004E0DC9 |. 83C9 FF OR ECX,FFFFFFFF

 004E0DCC |. 83C8 FF OR EAX,FFFFFFFF
 004E0DCF |. 85ED TEST EBP,EBP

 004E0DD1 |. 0F84 AE000000 JE 004E0E85
 004E0DD7 |. 3B6C24 18 CMP EBP,DWORD PTR SS:[LOCAL.537]

 004E0DDB |. 0F85 98000000 JNE 004E0E79
 004E0DE1 |. 8B0D 5010AE00 MOV ECX,DWORD PTR DS:[0AE1050]

 004E0DE7 |. 53 PUSH EBX ; /Arg1
 004E0DE8 |. E8 B3E7FEFF CALL 004CF5A0 ; \jlpatched.004CF5A0

 004E0DED |. 85C0 TEST EAX,EAX
 004E0DEF |. 74 76 JE SHORT 004E0E67

 004E0DF1 |. 8B48 45 MOV ECX,DWORD PTR DS:[EAX+45]
 004E0DF4 |. F6C1 02 TEST CL,02

 004E0DF7 |. 74 24 JE SHORT 004E0E1D
 004E0DF9 |. 817F 0C A8610 CMP DWORD PTR DS:[EDI+0C],61A8

 004E0E00 |. 7D 1B JGE SHORT 004E0E1D
 004E0E02 |. 8178 0C 34080 CMP DWORD PTR DS:[EAX+0C],834

 004E0E09 |. 7E 12 JLE SHORT 004E0E1D
 004E0E0B |. 8D8C24 B80000 LEA ECX,[LOCAL.497]

 004E0E12 |. 51 PUSH ECX
 004E0E13 |. 68 940A9B00 PUSH OFFSET 009B0A94 ; ASCII "<%s - Player Name(e.g.Kevin James)> doesn't believe the club can meet his

demands."
 004E0E18 |. E9 8B030000 JMP 004E11A8

 004E0E1D |> F7C1 14620000 TEST ECX,00006214
 004E0E23 |. 74 12 JE SHORT 004E0E37

 004E0E25 |. 8D9424 B80000 LEA EDX,[LOCAL.497]
 004E0E2C |. 52 PUSH EDX

 004E0E2D |. 68 300A9B00 PUSH OFFSET 009B0A30 ; ASCII "<%s - Player Name(e.g.Kevin James)> doesn't want to negotiate a new contract
while he is unhappy."
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004E0E32 |. E9 71030000 JMP 004E11A8
004E0E37 |> F6C1 02 TEST CL,02

 004E0E3A |. 74 2B JE SHORT 004E0E67
 004E0E3C |. 807C24 1F 01 CMP BYTE PTR SS:[LOCAL.536+3],1

 004E0E41 |. 75 12 JNE SHORT 004E0E55
 004E0E43 |. 8D8424 B80000 LEA EAX,[LOCAL.497]

 004E0E4A |. 50 PUSH EAX
 004E0E4B |. 68 940A9B00 PUSH OFFSET 009B0A94 ; ASCII "<%s - Player Name(e.g.Kevin James)> doesn't believe the club can meet his

demands."
 004E0E50 |. E9 53030000 JMP 004E11A8

 004E0E55 |> 8D8C24 B80000 LEA ECX,[LOCAL.497]
 004E0E5C |. 51 PUSH ECX

 004E0E5D |. 68 C8099B00 PUSH OFFSET 009B09C8 ; ASCII "<%s - Player Name(e.g.Kevin James)> does not wish to negotiate a new
contract at this squad status."

 004E0E62 |. E9 41030000 JMP 004E11A8
 004E0E67 |> 8D9424 B80000 LEA EDX,[LOCAL.497]

 004E0E6E |. 52 PUSH EDX
 004E0E6F |. 68 64099B00 PUSH OFFSET 009B0964 ; ASCII "<%s - Player Name(e.g.Kevin James)> does not wish to negotiate a new contract

at the current time."
 

JohnLocke

Continued.
 

It looks like a player says he 'doesn't want to negotiate a new contract while he is unhappy.' if something is greater than 25000 (61A8 in hex). I
can't figure out what this is though - it might be the amount a club can offer but that's just a guess. If this value is less than 25000 then the player
can go on to report that he 'doesn't believe the club can meet his demands'

 
If someone can upload a save with a player who says this I can investigate further.

Dermotron

Aitor Sanz - Current Rep R80 (4200) and Club Rep 8 (4020)
 

When you go into offer new contract you will get the 'doesn't believe the club can meet his demands' message
 

Hector Simon has higher current rep but will sign. Ambition might be the problem, Sanz (13) where as Simon (5). Even though I'm not so sure as
Cervero has higher Ambition and similar CR

 
http://www.sendspace.com/file/noa4ld

JohnLocke

004E0DF9 |. 817F 0C A8610 CMP DWORD PTR DS:[EDI+0C],61A8
 The value at [EDI+0C] is 7215 for Aitor Sanz - this could be the wage he wants?

 
004E0E02 |. 8178 0C 34080 CMP DWORD PTR DS:[EAX+0C],834

 The value at [EAX+0C] is 1500, which is his current wage.
 

It seems to be that this line-
 004E0E09: JLE SHORT 004E0E1D

 
Results in 'Doesn't want to negotiate a new contract while he is unhappy' if the player's wage is less than 2100. A wage of more than 2100 would
result in 'Doesn't believe the club can meet his demands'.

 
There must be more too it but I haven't figured that out yet.

Dermotron

I'll add some funds to the club or give him a decent wage later and via CMExplorer or the likes and test's what works.

ozRooster

All this means nothing to me personally, but great work JL as always :ok:.

saturn

Here's a list of some of the Future screens and what those sentences mean. I can't think of how to present all of this other than in an ugly lump of
text.

 
A few things:

 * Numbers like 21- or 3,250+ are inclusive of that number (so 0-21 and 3,250-10,000).
 * Ignore the numbers in brackets, just something I used when breaking up the code into pieces.

 * Not all players with the attributes listed will have that relevant sentence in their Future screen, rather all players that have that Future should
have those attributes.

 * There will also often be other factors (that I can't yet figure out) for the Futures that aren't listed, eg "Admits he is partially responsible for the

http://www.sendspace.com/file/noa4ld
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team's slump in form" will obviously have some connection to how poor a team is doing.
* A few Futures aren't listed as I couldn't work out any information for them.

 
The chunk of code annotated: http://www.mediafire.com/download/x6...md/Futures.txt

 Spoiler! Show

Admits he is partially responsible for the team's slump in form [18]
 Loyalty 16-20

 Pressure 11-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Aims to prove the media wrong for the fans [67]
 Loyalty 05-15

 Pressure 06-20
 Person's club start date is 90+ days ago

 Player is liked by club
 -----------------------------------------

 Angry at being transfer listed [28]
 Temperament 01-05

 -----------------------------------------
 Angry that the manager is not putting players in their strongest position [60]

 Temperament 01-05
 -----------------------------------------

 Anxious to sign a new contract [87]
 Age 23-

 Pressure 01-06
 (Club's reputation + 250) exceeds player's current reputation

 Contract end date is 200- days away (?)
 Player's current reputation is 3,249-

 -----------------------------------------
 Believes he can force his way back into the manager's plans [28]

 Ambition 16-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Believes he is indispensable to the club [45]
 Ambition 13-20

 Professionalism 01-09
 Temperament 01-05

 -----------------------------------------
 Believes he is more important to the team than the manager indicates [48]

 Loyalty 16-20
 Pressure 01-09

 -----------------------------------------
 Believes that he is past his peak [81]

 Age 31+
 Pressure 01-05

 -----------------------------------------
 Believes his ambition for a professional career is over [90]

 Age 18-
 Ambition 01-05

 Manager is liked staff
 Player's current reputation is 2,499-

 -----------------------------------------
 Believes the manager should acknowledge his contribution to the team [48]

 Loyalty 16-20
 Professionalism 01-05

 Player's current reputation is 3,751+
 Weekly wage is 9,999-

 -----------------------------------------
 Believes the manager's treatment of players is affecting the team morale [64]

 Pressure 01-04
 Professionalism 01-09

 -----------------------------------------
 Believes the manager should be more patient with his staff [64]

 Temperament 11-20
 Pressure 11-20

 -----------------------------------------
 Cares only about what the supporters think of him [67]

Loyalty 16-20
Person's club start date is 89- days ago

 Player is liked by club
 -

 Cares only about what the supporters think of him [67]
Loyalty 16-20

 Pressure 06-20
 Person's club start date is 90+ days ago

 Player is liked by club
 -----------------------------------------

 Considering his options [97]
 Loyalty 01-05

 Professionalism 01-09
 -

 Considering his options [101]
 Ambition 06-20

 Professionalism 01-09
 Temperament 01-14

 -----------------------------------------
 Convinced he will still make it as a professional [93]

 Age 18-
 Ambition 16-20

 Manager is liked staff (?)
 Player's current reputation is 2,499-

 -----------------------------------------
 Demands that his pay matches the top players at the club [33]

 Ambition 16-20
 Loyalty 01-05

http://www.mediafire.com/download/x663da47cj6nwmd/Futures.txt
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-----------------------------------------
Determined to prove his manager wrong [89]

 Age 23-
 Ambition 16-20

 Manager is liked staff
 -----------------------------------------

 Disappointed at being listed for loan [99]
 Professionalism 01-09

 Temperament 01-09
 -----------------------------------------

 Disappointed by the club's poor league position [18]
 Loyalty 01-05

 -----------------------------------------
 Disappointed by the lack of harmony at the club [15]

 Pressure 16-20
 Person's club start date is 31+ days ago

 -----------------------------------------
 Disappointed by the sale of <NAME> [9]

 Loyalty 16-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Dislikes the media criticism he has recieved [67]
 Loyalty 01-04

 Person's club start date is 89- days ago
 Player is liked by club

 -----------------------------------------
 Dismayed by the lack of harmony at the club [15]

 Pressure 06-15
 Person's club start date is 31+ days ago

 -----------------------------------------
 Doesn't like the team's style of play [22]

 Ambition 16-20
 Loyalty 01-09

 Pressure 01-09
 Professionalism 01-05

 Player's current reputation is 4,751+
 Player's current reputation exceeds (club's reputation - 750)

 -----------------------------------------
 Doesn't think a club in this financial state can fulfil his ambitions [25]

Age 22+
 Ambition 16-20

 Player's current ability exceeds (person's loyalty + 100)
Player's current reputation is 3,251+

 -----------------------------------------
 Doesn't want to leave the club v1 [27]

 Loyalty 16-20
 Professionalism 11-20

 Person's club start date is 651+ days ago
 -

 Doesn't want to leave the club v2 [28]
 Loyalty 16-20

 Pressure 01-09
 -----------------------------------------

 Enthusiastic about his future at the club [97]
 Age 24-

 Loyalty 06-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Expects a more important role in the team [37]
 Ambition 01-09

 Temperament 01-05
 Player's current reputation exceeds club's reputation

 [Player's current ability + ambition] exceeds [Player's professionalism + 90]
 -----------------------------------------

 Fed up waiting for a chance in the first team [74]
 Ambition 15-20

 -----------------------------------------
Feels <NAME> is arrogant [38]

 Ambition 16+
 Professionalism 01-05

 Disliked's current ability exceeds [100 - disliker's ambition]
 -----------------------------------------

 Feels <NAME> is selfish and arrogant [38]
 Ambition 16-20

 Professionalism 01-05
 Teamwork 01-05 (the disliked/<NAME>)

 Disliked's current ability exceeds [100 - disliker's ambition]
 -----------------------------------------

 Feels a player of his ability shouldn't be listed for loan [99]
 Ambition 16-20

 Professionalism 01-09
 Player's current ability exceeds ((100 + (person's professionalism - person's ambition))

 Player's current reputation is 3,251+
 -

 Feels a player of his ability shouldn't be listed for loan [101]
 Ambition 16-20

 Professionalism 01-09
 Player's current reputation is 3,251+

 -----------------------------------------
 Feels he has been victimised by his manager [63]

 Pressure 01-05
 Professionalism 01-14

 -----------------------------------------
 Feels he is leaving a great club [29]

 Loyalty 11-20
 Pressure 10-20
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-----------------------------------------
Feels he is ready for first team football [73]

 Age 22-
 Ambition 15-20

 Loyalty 01-10
 Pressure 01-10

 -----------------------------------------
 Feels he is too good for the club [18]

Loyalty 01-05
 Pressure 11-20

 Club's reputation is 6,249-
 Player's current reputation is 5,751+

 -----------------------------------------
 Feels he may have made a mistake in moving to <NATION> [75]

 Professionalism 01-14
 Temperament 01-05

 -----------------------------------------
 Feels he should be a professional player [49]

 Age 24-
 Ambition 16-20

 Loyalty 01-09
 Professionalism 01-09

 -----------------------------------------
 Feels he should be treated with more respect [63]

 Age 25+
 Influence 09-20

 Loyalty 06-20
 Professionalism 01-10

 Temperament 01-10
 Player's current reputation is 4,501+

 -----------------------------------------
 Feels his best position is playing as a <POSITION> [58]

 Professionalism 06-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Feels his pay should match the top players at the club [33]
 Ambition 16-20

 Loyalty 06-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Feels his reputation should guarantee his place in the first team [72]
 Ambition 11-20

 Professionalism 01-05
 Player's current reputation exceeds (club's reputation - 1,250)

 Player's current reputation is 6,251+
 -----------------------------------------

 Feels his training regime is harming his development [83]
 Age 23-

 Pressure 01-09
 Professionalism 01-09

 -----------------------------------------
 Feels hurt by his team-mate's remarks [77]

 Pressure 01-05
 -----------------------------------------

 Feels insecure [100]
 Age 22-

 Pressure 01-05
 Professionalism 01-09

 Temperament 01-09
 -

 Feels insecure [100]
 Age 20-

 Pressure 01-09
 Professionalism 01-09

 Temperament 01-09
 (Club's reputation + 250) exceeds player's current reputation

 Player's current reputation is 3,249-
-----------------------------------------

 Feels it is time to move on [75]
 Person's club start date is 721+ days ago

 -----------------------------------------
 Feels pressured by the clubs high valuation of him [23]+[24]

 Pressure 01-05
 -----------------------------------------

 Feels pressured by the interest being shown in him [6]
 Pressure 01-05

 Player's club's reputation is 4,249-
 -----------------------------------------
 Feels that he needs to leave to further his career [51]

 Age 27-
 Professionalism 16-20

 -----------------------------------------
 Feels that his pay must be on a par with the highest at the club if he is to stay [33]

 Loyalty 01-09
 Professionalism 01-04

 Player's world reputation is 4,751+
 -----------------------------------------

 Feels that he needs to be rested [81]
 Age 22-

 Professionalism 16-20
 Stamina 01-14

 -----------------------------------------
 Feels the club relies upon him too much [82]

 Age 26-
 -----------------------------------------

 Feels the local media have been overly critical of him [67]
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Club's reputation is 5,000-
Player is neither disliked or liked by club

 -----------------------------------------
 Feels the media have been overly critical of him [67]

 Club's reputation is 5,001+
 Player is neither disliked or liked by club

 -----------------------------------------
 Feels the team has more potential than it is showing [19]

 Loyalty 11-20
 Pressure 16-20

 Professionalism 11-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Flattered by the interest being shown in him [6]
 Ambition 16-20

 Pressure 16-20
 Player's club's reputation is 4,249-

 -----------------------------------------
 Glad to be moving clubs [54]

 Loyalty 01-05
 Professionalism 01-09

 -----------------------------------------
 Happy in his role as player-manager [97]

 Loyalty 06-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Happy to commit his future to the club [97]
 Age 24-

 Loyalty 16-20
 Club's reputation exceeds player's current reputation

 -----------------------------------------
 Happy with conditions at the club currently [97]

 Age 30-
 Loyalty 01-04

 Professionalism 01-04
 Player's current reputation is 4,251+

 Player's current reputation exceeds (club's reputation - 1,500)
 -----------------------------------------

 Has been told by his agent that it is time to move on [30]
 Age 31-

 Loyalty 01-05
 Professionalism 01-09

 Person's contract end date is 209- days away
 Player's current reputation exceeds club's reputation

 Player's current reputation is 4,251+
 -----------------------------------------

 Has had enough of the fans' treatment of him [67]
 Loyalty 01-04

 Person's club start date is 90+ days ago
 Player is disliked by club

 -----------------------------------------
 Has instructed his agent to look for a more suitable club to join [50]

 Loyalty 01-09
 Professionalism 01-09

 Temperament 01-05
 Player's current reputation exceeds (club's reputation - 275)

 Player's current reputation is 4,501+
 -----------------------------------------

 Has vented his feelings publicly [67]
 Loyalty 01-15

 Professionalism 01-10
 -----------------------------------------

 His agent believes he can get a better contract elsewhere [54]
 Loyalty 01-09

 Professionalism 01-04
 Player's world reputation is 4,751+

 -
His agent believes he can get a better contract elsewhere [54]

 Age 31-
 Loyalty 01-09

 Professionalism 01-09
 -----------------------------------------

 Hopes that <NAME> will remain manager for a very long time [43]
 Ambition 01-15

 Loyalty 16-20
 Professionalism 16-20

 <NAME> is liked staff
 -----------------------------------------

 Hopes that a manager who appreciates his contribution takes over the club soon [50]
 Loyalty 11-20

 Temperament 01-04
 Player's current reputation exceeds (club's reputation - 275)

 Player's current reputation is 4,251+
 -----------------------------------------

 Hopes the club can hang onto <NAME> [7]
 NAME's age 28-

 NAME's current reputation is 7,251+
 Club's reputation is 6,749-

 -----------------------------------------
 Hopes the club can hold onto its star players in the future [9]

 Loyalty 16-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Hopes the club's next manager will appreciate his talent more [71a]*
 Loyalty 01-05

 Professionalism 01-05
 Player's current ability is 81+
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Player's current reputation is 4,251+
-----------------------------------------

 Hopes the manager will re-assess his value to the team [47]
 Loyalty 16-20

 Professionalism 15-20
 Player's current reputation is 4,751+

 Weekly wage is 9,999-
 -----------------------------------------

 Hopes the supporters will give him a chance [67]
 Loyalty 05-15

 Person's club start date is 89- days ago
 Player is disliked by club

 -----------------------------------------
 Hoping to gain first team experience from going on loan 1 [95]

 Age 23-
 Professionalism 16-20

 Pressure 11-20
 Player's current reputation is 4,249-

 -
 Hoping to gain first team experience from going on loan [101]

 Age 23-
 Professionalism 16-20

 Pressure 11-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Hoping to gain first team experience from going on loan 2 [99]
 Age 23-

 Professionalism 16-20
 Pressure 11-20

 Player's current reputation is 3,249-
 -----------------------------------------

 Hurt by his manager's comments to the media [78]
 Pressure 01-05

 -----------------------------------------
 Is angry about not being allowed to move clubs [84]

 Professionalism 01-14
 Temperament 01-05

 -----------------------------------------
 Is angry that his manager doesn't consider him to be a first team regular [66]

 Professionalism 01-14
 Temperament 01-05

 Player's current reputation exceeds club's reputation
 Player's current reputation is 3,751+

 -----------------------------------------
 Is angry that his mentor has abandoned him [91]

 Age 27-
 Temperament 01-05

 Manager is liked staff (?)
 -----------------------------------------

 Is being treated for depression [76]
 Pressure 01-04

 Professionalism 01-05
 Temperament 01-09

 Player's world reputation is 4,251+
 -----------------------------------------

 Is disappointed that the club sold one of its most promising youngsters [8]
 Pressure 06-20

 -----------------------------------------
 Is fed up with the sniping from a minority of fans [67]

 Loyalty 01-04
 Person's club start date is 89- days ago

 Player is disliked by club
 -----------------------------------------

 Is frustrated at not being allowed to move clubs [84]
 Professionalism 15-20

 Temperament 06-20
-----------------------------------------

 Is happy to wait for his chance in the team [73]
 Age 22-

 Ambition 15-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Is having trouble handling the pressure of first team football [81]
 Age 22-

 Pressure 01-09
 Professionalism 01-05

 -----------------------------------------
 Is having trouble motivating himself [80]

 Professionalism 01-09
 Workrate 01-09

 Player's current reputation exceeds (club's reputation + 250)
 -----------------------------------------

 Is hoping to impress the visiting scouts [6]
 Ambition 16-20

 Loyalty 01-05
 Player's club's reputation is 4,249-

 -----------------------------------------
 Is not happy with the squad rotation system [45]

 Ambition 13-20
 Professionalism 01-14

 Temperament 01-14
 -----------------------------------------

 Is outraged by the clubs unrealistic valuation of him [23]
 Professionalism 01-14

 Temperament 01-04
 -----------------------------------------
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Is pleased to be at a successful club [21]
Loyalty 11-20

 Person's club start date is 89- days ago
 -----------------------------------------

 Is pleased to have joined a successful club [21]
 Loyalty 11-20

 Person's club start date is 29- days ago
 -----------------------------------------

 Is pleased to have signed a new contract [10]
 Loyalty 16-20

 -----------------------------------------
 Is proud of the clubs league position [21]

 Loyalty 16-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Is shocked that his manager doesn't consider him to be a first team regular [66]
 Ambition 11-20

 Professionalism 01-14
 Temperament 06-20

 Player's current reputation exceeds club's reputation
 Player's current reputation is 3,751+

 -----------------------------------------
 Is shocked that his manager doesn't treat him as a first team regular [66]

 Ambition 11-20
 Professionalism 01-14

 Temperament 06-20
 Player's current reputation exceeds club's reputation

 Player's current reputation is 3,751+
 -----------------------------------------

 Is sure his manager will turn the club around [48]
 Loyalty 16-20

 -----------------------------------------
 Is unhappy about his team-mate's remarks [77]

 Pressure 06-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Is unhappy at rumours that <MANAGER> may leave the club [46]
 Loyalty 11-20

 <MANAGER> is liked staff
 -----------------------------------------

 Is unhappy that the manager has signed another <POSITION> <NAME> [13]
 Pressure 06-20

 -----------------------------------------
 Is unhappy that the manager has signed rival <POSITION> <NAME> [13]

 Pressure 06-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Is upset by the clubs unrealistic valuation of him [23]
 Pressure 01-05

 -----------------------------------------
 Is upset by the sale of one of the club's most promising youngsters [8]

 Pressure 01-05
 -----------------------------------------

 Is upset that his manager has signed a rival <POSITION> [13]
 Pressure 01-05

 -----------------------------------------
 Is upset that his manager has signed rival <POSITION> <NAME> [13]

 Pressure 01-05
 -----------------------------------------

 Is very happy with his new contract [11]
 Loyalty 11-20

 Professionalism 11-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Jaded [100]
 Age 32+

 Loyalty 01-04
 Professionalism 01-09

 Temperament 01-09
-----------------------------------------

 Just wants the media to leave him alone [67]
 Loyalty 01-15

 Pressure 01-05
 Person's club start date is 90+ days ago

 Player is liked by club
 -----------------------------------------

 Looking forward to his big move [51]
 Club's reputation (buyer) exceeds (club's reputation (seller) + 750)

 Player has a transfer arranged
 -----------------------------------------

 Looking forward to moving clubs [28]
 Ambition 16-20

 Loyalty 01-05
 Professionalism 01-09

 Temperament 01-05
 Player has a transfer arranged

 -----------------------------------------
 Looking forward to moving to a better club [28]

Ambition 16-20
 Loyalty 01-05

 Professionalism 01-09
 Temperament 01-09

 Player has a transfer arranged
 -----------------------------------------

 May look elsewhere if he doesn't get first team football soon [73]
 Ambition 15-20

 Loyalty 01-05
 Professionalism 01-05
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-----------------------------------------
Nervous about his forthcoming transfer [29]

 Pressure 01-09
 -----------------------------------------

 Not convinced the club's new manager can turn the club around [20]
 Loyalty 01-09

 Manager's club start date is 89- days ago
 Manager's current reputation is less than (club's reputation - 750)

 -----------------------------------------
 Not sure what he will gain by going on loan [99]

 Age 23-
 Loyalty 01-05

 Professionalism 01-09
 Player's current ability exceeds ((person's professionalism - person's ambition) + 100)

 -----------------------------------------
 Outraged by his manager's handling of the media [78]

 Pressure 06-20
 Professionalism 01-09

 Temperament 01-05
 -----------------------------------------

 Proud to be playing at <CLUB> [42]
 Loyalty 16-20

 -----------------------------------------
 Proud to be at <CLUB> [42]

 Loyalty 16-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Proud to be playing for <NAME> [43]
 Ambition 16-20

 Loyalty 16-20
 Professionalism 16-20

 <NAME> is liked staff
 -----------------------------------------

 Realises that his career at CLUB is over [92]
 Professionalism 16-20

 Manager is liked staff (?)
 -----------------------------------------

 Relieved to be moving to a bigger club soon [51]
 Professionalism 01-09

 Temperament 01-04
 Player's current reputation is 4,501+

 Player has a transfer arranged
 -----------------------------------------

 Sad to be leaving the club [54]
 Loyalty 16-20

 -----------------------------------------
 Shocked at being transfer listed [28]

 Loyalty 11-20
 Professionalism 11-20

 Temperament 11-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Sure he will soon move to a bigger club [102]
 Ambition 16-20

 Loyalty 01-05
 Professionalism 01-05

 Club's reputation is 5,749-
 Player's current reputation is 3,251+

 Player's current reputation exceeds (club's reputation + 750)
 -----------------------------------------

 Surprised at being transfer listed [28]
 Pressure 01-05

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinking of moving clubs [50]

 Loyalty 11-20
 Temperament 05-20

 Player's current reputation exceeds (club's reputation - 275)
Player's current reputation is 4,251+

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks <NAME>'s experience is useful to the team [7]

 Age 29+
 Influence 01-15

 Professionalism 16-20 Stat refers to NAME (?)
 -----------------------------------------

 Thinks <NAME> is a disruptive influence on the team [38]
 Professionalism 16-20

 Professionalism 01-05 (the disliked/<NAME>)
 -----------------------------------------

 Thinks <NAME> is a good influence on youngsters at the club [7]
 Age 29+

 Influence 16-20
 Professionalism 16-20 Stat refers to NAME (?)

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks <NAME> is a hot prospect [7]

 NAME's age 21-
 NAME's current reputation is 3,750-

 NAME's current reputation does not exceed (club's reputation - 750)
 [Caps?]

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks <NAME> is a tactical genius [43]

 Age 19-
 Loyalty 16-20

 Professionalism 16-20
 NAME's current reputation is 7,251+

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks <NAME> is a talented player [7]
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Age 21-
NAME's current reputation is 3,751+

 NAME's current reputation exceeds (club's reputation - 750)
 [Caps?]

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks <NAME> is an inspired leader [7]

 Influence 01-13
 NAME's age 27+
 NAME's influen. 16-20

 NAME's current reputation is 3,751+
 NAME's current reputation exceeds (club's reputation - 1,250) or NAME's world reputation is 5,751+

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks <NAME> is extremely competent [43]

 Loyalty 16-20
 Professionalism 16-20

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks <NAME> is immature [40]
 Age 23- (the disliked/NAME)

 Professionalism 16-20 (the disliker)
 Professionalism 01-05 (the disliked/NAME)

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks he can learn a lot from <NAME> [7]

 Age 23-
 Pressure 11-20

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks he is too good to be transfer listed [28]

 Ambition 11-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Thinks his loyalty to the club should be rewarded [50]
 Loyalty 11-20

 Professionalism 06-20
 Person's club start date is 401+ days ago

 Player's current reputation exceeds (club's reputation - 275)
 Player's current reputation is 4,251+

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks selling youngster <NAME> was a very short-sighted move [8]

 Pressure 01-05
 -----------------------------------------

 Thinks that the club has a good dressing room atmosphere [16]
 Professionalism 16-20

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks the board would be foolish to dismiss <MANAGER> [47]

 Ambition 11-20
 Loyalty 16-20

 Professionalism 11-20
 Player's current reputation exceeds (club's reputation + 1,250)

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks the board would be wrong to dismiss <MANAGER> [48]

 Loyalty 16-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Thinks the club's lack of ambition is shown by the sale of <NAME> [9]
 Ambition 16-20

 Loyalty 01-05
 -----------------------------------------

 Thinks the club's lack of ambition is shown by the sale of its star players [9]
 Ambition 16-20

 Loyalty 01-05
 -----------------------------------------

 Thinks the clubs valuation of him is unrealistic [23]
 Age 19+

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks the manager's team selection is poor [44]

 Judging CA 01-09 (disliked manager's)
 Tactical Knowl. 10-20 (disliked manager's)

 Temperament 01-04
-----------------------------------------

 Thinks the manager is leaving him out of the team because he's leaving the club [66]
 Pressure 01-09

 Player's current reputation is 3,751+
 -----------------------------------------

 Thinks the manager is tactically incompetant [44]
 Tactical Knowl. 01-09 (disliked manager's)

 Temperament 01-04
 -----------------------------------------

 Thinks the manager is tactically inept [57]
 Age 21+

 Pressure 11-20
 Professionalism 01-05

 player's current reputation exceeds (club's reputation - 750)
 Player's current reputation is 5,751+

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks the team would perform better if players were in their strongest positions [60]

 Professionalism 11-20
 Temperament 06-20

 -----------------------------------------
 Thinks this club is a stepping stone towards his future [31a]

 Age 25-
 Ambition 11-20

 Loyalty 01-05
 Professionalism 01-09

 Club's reputation is 4,749-
 -----------------------------------------

 Trying to force his way into the first team [74]
 Ambition 15-20
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-----------------------------------------
Unhappy with the media criticism he has recieved [67]

 Loyalty 01-04
 Pressure 06-20

 Person's club start date is 90+ days ago
 Player is liked by club

 -----------------------------------------
 Unsettled [71b]

 Pressure 01-05
 -----------------------------------------

 Unsettled by the financial upheaval [25]
 Pressure 01-09

 -----------------------------------------
 Upset at being listed for loan [101]
 Professionalism 01-09

 Temperament 01-09
 -----------------------------------------

 Upset at losing his place in the team [32]
 Age 21-33

 Professionalism 01-05
 Temperament 01-09

 -----------------------------------------
 Upset that the manager doesn't field players in their strongest position [60]

 Professionalism 01-10
 Temperament 06-20

 -----------------------------------------
 Upset with his manager's handling of the media [78]

 Pressure 06-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Wants a long run in the first team [71a]*
 Pressure 11-20

 Professionalism 11-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Wants the supporters to give him another chance [67]
 Loyalty 05-15

 Person's club start date is 90+ days ago
 Player is disliked by club

 -----------------------------------------
 Wants to be more involved in the first team [32]

 Age 29-33
 Loyalty 11-20

 Professionalism 11-20
 Work rate 11-20

 Club's reputation is 6,751+
 Player's current reputation is 5,251+

 -----------------------------------------
 Wants to be more than just a fringe player [62]

 Ambition 16-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Wants to be paid what he deserves [54]
 Temperament 01-04

 Player's world reputation is 4,751+
 -----------------------------------------

 Wants to end career in <COUNTRY> [34]
 Age 33+

 -----------------------------------------
 Wants to finish his university course before moving clubs [4]

 Player is Andrew Mainwaring
 Age 18-21

 Potential ability is 101+
 -----------------------------------------

 Wants to help the club fulfill its potential [88]
 Loyalty 16-20

 Club's reputation is 4,749-
 Manager is liked staff

Player's current ability exceeds (100 - player's ambition)
 Player's current reputation exceeds club's reputation

 -----------------------------------------
 Wants to impress his new manager [97]

 Loyalty 06-20
 Person's club start date is 29- days

 -----------------------------------------
 Wants to leave the club immediately [35]

 Professionalism 01-09
 Temperament 01-04

 -----------------------------------------
 Wants to move to a bigger club as soon as possible [51]

 Professionalism 01-09
 Temperament 01-04

 Player's current reputation is 4,501+
 -----------------------------------------

 Wants to move to a club where he can play as a <POSITION> [56]
 Professionalism 01-05

 Temperament 01-05
 -----------------------------------------

 Wants to move to a club with more appreciative supporters [67]
 Loyalty 05-15

 Person's club start date is 90+ days ago
 Player is disliked by club

 -----------------------------------------
 Wants to prove the media wrong for the fans [67]

 Loyalty 05-15
 Person's club start date is 89- days ago

 Player is liked by club
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-----------------------------------------
Wants to prove the supporters wrong [67]

 Loyalty 16-20
 Person's club start date is 90+ days ago

 Player is disliked by club
 -----------------------------------------

 Wants to turn professional [49]
 Age 24-

 Ambition 16-20
 Loyalty 01-09

 -----------------------------------------
 Wants to win over the supporters [67]

 Loyalty 16-20
 Person's club start date is 89- days ago

 Player is disliked by club
 -----------------------------------------

 Will be glad to see the back of <NAME> [38]+[40]
 Professionalism 01-09

 Temperament 01-05
 -----------------------------------------

 Will strive to help the club improve it's league position [19]
 Loyalty 11-20

 Professionalism 11-20
 -----------------------------------------

 Willing to stay at the club currently [97]
 Loyalty 01-05

 -----------------------------------------
 Worried about his future at the club [73]

 Age 22-
 Ambition 15-20

 Determination 01-09
 Pressure 01-05

 -
 Worried about his future at the club [81]

 Pressure 01-05
 -----------------------------------------

 Worried by the club's financial plight [25]
 Pressure 01-05

 -----------------------------------------
 Worried by the lack of harmony at the club [15]

 Pressure 01-05
 Person's club start date is 31+ days ago

 -----------------------------------------
 Worried that the club's poor league position will affect his reputation [18]

 Loyalty 01-05
 Pressure 01-05

 Player's current reputation is 5,751+
 -----------------------------------------

 Would like the opportunity to turn professional [49]
 Age 24-

 Ambition 16-20
 Loyalty 10-20

 -----------------------------------------
 Would like to extend his contract [100]

 Age 21+
 Pressure 01-09

 Professionalism 01-09
 Temperament 01-09

 (Club's reputation + 250) exceeds player's current reputation
 Player's current reputation is 3,249-

 -----------------------------------------
 Would like to negotiate a new contract [54]

 Loyalty 11-20
 Professionalism 11-20

 -----------------------------------------
Would like to play as a <POSITION> [58]

 Professionalism 01-05
 -----------------------------------------

 Would like to remain at the club after his playing career is over [97]
 Age 33+

 Loyalty 06-20
 Player has staff attributes

 -----------------------------------------
 Wouldn't have joined the club if he'd known he wouldn't play as a <POSITION> [56]

 Temperament 01-05
 Person's club start date is 59- days ago

316'sRegen

Never seen "being treated for depression" before

Fods

I created a game of all the CM members of this site and Ste got that regular :D

Craig Forrest
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Show 40 post(s) from this thread on one page

Quote:

Really? Don't be an asshole. Ste is actually on meds, it's not something to laugh about.

Fods

It was clearly a joke you prick. (Please don't call me an asshole) If you didn't get that then you need a serious look at yourself.
 

FYI im on meds too, a lot of people are.
 

Stop targeting me CF :ok:

Craig Forrest

I'm not targeting you. I'm calling you out for making an insensitive joke about a forum member who is on medication for depression, just like I
would if anyone else had made the same comment. It's not cool.

 
Just because you're on meds as well, doesn't make it ok.

Fods

Yawn 
 

I'm 100% certain Ste will be fine about it. 

Relax

eddieC

What meds are we all taking then?
 

THE PEOPLE DESERVE TO KNOW!!!!!!!!!!
 

:D:peace::cry::wacko::happy::sad::crazy::argue::ta pe::censored::confused::violin:

All times are GMT +1. The time now is 01:27 PM.
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